
� My Little House and My Little Farm come out of  
the box flat, like 4-panel felt boards, and easily 
transform into reversible 3D felt structures. 

� All panels have velcro seams which make assembly 
simple for little hands. 

� Reversible, so kids can stick felt pieces on  
the outside, or flip it around and match  
on the inside. 

� Can also be played flat; perfect for group  
or solo play. 

� Vibrantly colored panels and felt cutouts.  

� 30+ matching felt pieces that stick;  
each with purpose.  

� Each window is a different shape. 

� All felt cutouts address early language  
concepts, and feature a variety of early  
prepositions, colors, shapes and sizes. 

� My Little House and My Little Farm come with  
an insert that explains the key early language  
concepts. 

� My Little House has 37 matching felt pieces,  
all objects found in the home. 

� My Little Farm has 32 pieces, including farm  
objects, adorable animals and a multi-ethnic 
family of four. 

� In addition to matching, My Little Farm also  
has an area for creative free play, where kids  
can put create their own stories. 

� Vibrantly colored panels and felt cutouts.  

SmartFelt Toys:  
A Doorway to Development;  
Unlocking Language and Learning 

All SmartFelt Toys: 

� Propel Communication Skills. 

� Build Receptive and Expressive Vocabulary 

� Introduce Early Concepts from the Preschool  
Language Scale, including Descriptive, Spatial, 
Quantitative and Temporal Concepts.  

� Promote Language, Conversation and Dialogue. 

� Promote Narrative Skills. 

MY LITTLE HOUSE & MY LITTLE FARM  
FUN, UNIQUE FELT TOYS THAT BUILD EARLY LANGUAGE AND VOCABULARY

Created by a Speech Pathologist,  
My Little House & My Little Farm are interactive, reversible,  

3D felt playhouses for kids ages 3-7.

TOYS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

SmartFeltToys.com

MSRP 
$39.99 

My Little Farm 

MLF002

MSRP 
$39.99 

My Little House 
MLH001


